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lzm Patent (liaison) Office 
10 Ava Road, Ava Tower #19-07 Singapore 329949 

Blk C-4, 13/F., Wing Hing Ind. Bldg., Hing Yip St.,Kwun Tong, Kln, H.K. 
Tel : (852)  3618-7808  9175-1482  6572-0195  (86) 755 2535-3546  FAX : (852) 3111-4197  3007-8352 

Websites: www.ycec.com  & www.ycec.net  Email: ycec_lzm@yahoo.com.hk 
 

Respectable 
President of the Legislative Council 
MP Leung Kwan-yuen 
Dear Sir: 

1 Legislative Council Road Central, HK
Legislative Council Complex

Public Complaints Office
Tel: 3919 3919 Fax: 25217518 

complaints@legco.gov.hk
     I, Lin Zhen Man, HKID D188015 (3), about your LegCo Ref No: CP/C 85/2020 
     Regarding a fax letter I sent to you on May 15, 2020, as per your instruction the Secretary-General 
reply to me because in my letter have to refer:  
【『“diagnosed” means first to offend the Crimes Ordinance of Cap. 200』 and『“diagnosed” 

means only to lead the way for "isolation order" but still hidden motive to murder others person 
also offend the Offences against the Person Ordinance of Cap. 212』such matters are likely to 
regarding criminal charges, but this case of criminal charge not within the appeal system 
handling matters of Legislative Council, so councilor cannot provide assistance for you.】 

But obviously this is wrong, because it is the Department of Health use the natural, out of body 
the thing again to "diagnosis" for fake in body the morbidity as this upside down medical ethics and 
anti-bone terrible of "isolation order" it just your Legislative Council to approved have wrong earlier, so 
all citizen to deceive and HK economic losses already very great, so this is not a personal appeal, and to 
base on A501 that rules of Procedure of the Legislative 22. , so chairman you has the responsibility to 
interpellation the Department of health and specifies a write reply, yet or not?  

And according to the 73 Article of Basic Law, the mandate ( 6 ) and ( 8 ) of Legislative Council 
that concerning public interests must to debate and to accept a HK’s resident complaints and handle, yet 
or not?  

In particular must to point out is, not only the "Hong Kong Bill of Rights Ordinance" and even Article 
28 of the Basic Law the same clearly indicate that HK residents are not subject to arbitrary and illegal 
searches of residents’ body, deprivation or restriction of their personal freedom, and the Department of 
Health’s illegally forged of the “diagnosed” means regarding the evidence of the turmoil in Hong Kong 
today, does the Department of Health who have capable to deny it?   

Especially is the "wear masks not just like a murder trap" still clearly in this letter, as the Police 
Department in the end of May those four days actually had three policemen to sudden death that 
critical cause of death solely to wear masks the epidemic prevention dynamics limited but anaerobic 
respiration as a mountain sickness patient's blood anoxic after brain apoplexy, as the Chinese Ambassador 
in Israel also in this way sudden death in midnight, more as at www.ycec.com/HK/200519-mask-murder.pdf 
visible, in China early have four middle school students suddenly died on April of 2020 because they 
run while wearing masks! 

After the letter was sent to you at www.ycec.com/HK/200515.pdf, the Chuang Shuk Kwan of Department of 
Health disappeared at once on the second day and to report the people number of "diagnosed" by wireless 
TV, but on the third day, just let the Yuan Guoyong of HKU put on TV taking the caged hamster to prove 
that the mask is beneficial to reduce the infection rate, as this one-sided statements that everyone knows 
is it possible to cease to be angry for the murder trap of the mask?  

The problem is now too serious, if Legislative Chairman you still does not conscientious to deal 
with, to sudden deaths by wear masks those citizen still will be more, and the pecuniary loss of HK 
also will into a bottomless pit, so please reply to this letter immediately!  
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This letter can be later from www.ycec.com/HK/200603e.pdf or turn ycec.sg and ycec.net are 
available for download! 

Sincerely! 
 

June 03, 2020                                                 D188015(3)  

                                                           Lin Zhen Man  
The same must attachment to:  
Legislative Council Secretariat & 70 members;  Tel: 3919-3919  Fax: 25217518 . . . 
CE Carrie Lam   Tel: 2878-3300  Fax: 2509-0580 
Chief Secretary for Administration; Tel:2810-2323 3655-5273   Fax: 2882-0099  2804-6552 
ICAC Director;  Tel：2826 3112  Fax: 2810-8956 
Commissioner of Police; complain SGT;  Tel: 2860-2001 Fax: 28656546  Fax: 22004463 
President of HK’s eleven Universities;  . . . 
Coroner's Court of Tongzhou Street:   Tel:3916 6204 Fax: 25681735 
Cheng Yeuk-wah Director & Criminal Prosecution Office:  
Tel: 3918 4215 Fax: 39184119  Tel: 3902-8000  Fax: 28770171    
Every medium; . . . 
Bar Association & Law Society of HK each members. . .  

 

 


